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LETTER FROM THE DEAN

Health Sciences Graduates,

I write this note with bittersweet emotions – proud and happy for the commitments you have made and the many achievements during your years at GW SMHS, but also with a bit of sadness that we cannot celebrate your graduation day as a fully gathered community to mark that symbolic moment when you advance in your health care career. Your graduation is truly a momentous occasion, and while this year’s graduation event looks a bit different than usual it should feel the same, for it is still a major milestone for all to celebrate.

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted so much in our lives over these last several months including, of course, the traditional GW Commencement Ceremonies on the National Mall and our own graduation celebration in Lisner Auditorium. The pandemic will not, however, change the time-honored tradition of recognizing you for your accomplishments. Please know that we are all extremely proud of you for your hard work and resilience.

On behalf of the entire GW faculty and staff, I congratulate you on your graduation! I know that in the coming weeks you will move on to the next steps in your careers; what an exceptional time in the history of medicine and health sciences to be doing so. I know you will continue to grow, learn, care, and contribute to the benefit of your patients, your profession, your communities and our shared world in the years and decades ahead. We all look forward to watching with pride and joy as you move forward to do your important work.

Last, on this graduation day, I personally wish you the very best and I welcome you to the GW SMHS alumni community.

With high regards,

Barbara Lee Bass, MD
Vice President for Health Affairs
Dean, GW School of Medicine and Health Sciences
CEO, The GW Medical Faculty Associates
On behalf of the faculty and staff of the George Washington University, congratulations to each member of the Class of 2020. We acknowledge your dedication and applaud your accomplishments during your education in the School of Medicine and Health Sciences.

The mission of GW Health Sciences is to drive innovation and quality in health and health care delivery through education, scholarship, and service—locally, nationally, and globally. We embrace core values of diversity & inclusion, collaboration, and innovation as we live that mission. We are grateful for the contributions you have made during your time at the School of Medicine and Health Sciences to help shape a community that values cultural and intellectual diversity and demonstrates integrity, creativity, and innovation.

This year and your graduation are also being defined by the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic. Society and our health care systems alike face tremendous challenges. We are saddened that we will not see you walk across the graduation stage on campus this year; however, your accomplishments and perseverance during this uncertain time prove how valuable you will be to the health care and research workforce. We hope the virtual celebrations and graduation activities planned help us all come together while being physically apart. I also want to invite you to join us at University Commencement 2021, held on the National Mall, to be recognized as well.

Today, you become a part of the university and the school’s alumni family. This family is stronger and more dynamic because of your talents, passion, and capabilities. Some of you will heal through innovative and compassionate care. Others will advance biomedical, translational, and health services delivery research. Many will contribute to cultures of excellence, and you bring us hope for a better future in health care and the health sciences—a future where attaining the highest level of health for all people is realized.

Take time to thank the many people who supported you during your journey to this point. Consider honoring that support in the years ahead by helping others reach their goals and career aspirations. Let me end with a few words of wisdom and guidance that others imparted to me. Serve others with compassion. Accept that you will never possess all the knowledge you need. Instead, learn to harness knowledge and recognize your own limitations. Be an agent of positive change within your community. Be present—take time to nurture your personal and professional relationships. Finally, choose the path of leadership, and lead through your character by embracing courage, integrity, selflessness, empathy, collaboration, and reflection.

Along with all the faculty and staff in the School of Medicine and Health Sciences, I offer my congratulations and wish you every success in your future endeavors.

Sincerely,

Reamer L. Bushardt, PharmD, PA-C, DFAAPA
Senior Associate Dean for Health Sciences & Professor
STUDENT AWARDS

NOMINEES FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE AWARDS (For excellence in academics, service, and leadership)

Wyatt Anderson, MSHS, Clinical and Translational Research
Charity Coe, MSHS, Clinical Operations and Healthcare
Management Samantha Dean, BSHS, Medical Laboratory Sciences
Gina Folk, MSHS, Immunohematology and Biotechnology
Christine Hedstrom, MSHS, Physician Assistant
Robert Rice, MSHS, Health Care Quality
Haley Yohn, Doctor of Physical Therapy

ALPHA ETA INDUCTEES
The National Scholastic Honor Society for the Allied Health Professions

Michelle Adelewitz
Alisa Agey
Akakpossa B. Ananou
Eric Franklin Anderson
Jonathan Grey Ares
Jacob Kendrick Arnold Stephen
Patrick Bender
Marie Kathleen Blasi
James Steven Boehlke
Allison Boyd
Pamela Burns
Regina Lee Calderon
Lamya Chughtai
David Marques Couto
Bradley S. Cundiff
Rebecca Christina Cunningham
Jennifer Revonne Cuyler-leath
Samantha Katherine Dean
Shruthi Deepika Dhanasiri
Michael Douglas Dill
Leslie Dishman
Christina Louise Donnelly
Lisa M. Dyer
Candice Phyllis Edillo
Megan Elizabeth Faucett
Avi Janine Feldman
Christopher J. Fiedler
Erin Foster Flannelly
Gina Rose Folk
Lisa Ann Frisch
Cameron Michelle Gordon
Joel Matthew Hagstrom
Jamie Hathaway
Christine Genevieve Hedstrom
Jeffrey J. Hickman
Aleese Hopkins
Timothy Connor Johnson
Ryland Kendrick
Andrew Kern
Bernard Schmidt Landry
Erick Christian Lauridsen
Paulina Lee
Kendel N. Lipe
Paul Matthew Lopez
Genevieve Margaret MacCarthy
Lauren Alexandra McCarthy
Kevin Moore McDonald
Sean Patrick McDonnell
Allison Evette Mentzos
Mary F. Michenziel
Shaylin Mariah O’Connell
Morgan Ashley Panzer
Matthew Ray Paul
Desiree Eronel Powell
Theresa Reed
Robert Dalton Rice
Hasna Rizwan
Micaela Ariel Rodine
Samira Rosa Colon
Joshua Kyle Rosenthal
Rory Mack Ruskovich
Marlene Santos-Taylor
Hayden Elizabeth Schober
Kristen Marie Schoenike
Saman Shahid
Lisa Erin Shea
Lindsey Michelle Sheets
Courtney Colleen Shrader
Kathryn Shute
Ryan Fitzpatrick Strasser
Raymond Lawrence Strazzulla
Mayra Janette Talley
David Bernard Taranto
Imelda Michelle Tja
Brian John Travers
Tara Kristen Trenhaile
Christopher Blake Tully
Kelly Ann Unekis
Jacqueline Anne Watts
Patrick Robert Weston
Phillip Graham Whiting
Lara Jeanette Williams
Teagan Marie Williams
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE

HEALTH SCIENCES
Bryce Sheldon Vaughn

HEALTH SCIENCES LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
Steven Abrego
Ryan Matthew Abril
Mitchell David Adams
Quinell Wjuan Adams
Zachary Edward Alicea
Sonia Alvarez
Barbara Isabel Alvarez Hernandez
Ashley Leanne Andregg
Tre’-Vaughn Anthony
Richard Aragon
Cristal M. Ayala
Laurencio Baker
Kandise Banks
Julissa Junell Bergeron
Mary Kate Berlin
Jason Patrick Blum
Forread Bonsu
Jon Robert Bourdon
Sara Michelle Bowen
Christopher James Bravo
Renae Katharine Breidenbach
Travis J. Brewer
Genevieve Lauren Bright
Taryn Brown
Ilyssa Marie Schlobohm Bullicer
Dalton Burgstahler
Dedra Burlock
Julian Alexander Burt
Danielle Marie Burton
Jacinquie JeuJueve Butler
Myung Byun
Ackeeea Nyeisha Chakka Calder
Derek Mitchell Carlson
Reynaldo Cervantes
Jane Therese Salvador Cesante
Alexandra Chastain
Erin Renee Conley
Cody Luther Conway
Jayson Michael Copes
Anne Marie Crumley
Mariela Elizabeth Cruse
Lauren Elizabeth Dare
Sandy David
James Davis
Naquasia Janae Days-Jackson
Yelitza M. De Jesus
Antonio Urango Deleon, Jr.
Chantia Dennis
Naomi Abijah Diaz
Amer H. Dizon
Robert L. Du
Tiffany Ann Echevarria
Michael Paul Edgar
Cyril Chukwunonso Ekwalor
Melissa Susan Eudave
Jessica Jeanette Fasio
Christopher Brian Feeney
Erica Dawn Fellabaum
Ashley Brooke Fitzpatrick
Neal L. Fletcher
Andre Flint
Alondra C. Flores
Kenneth Patrick Fernandez Flores
Marcos Flores
Gregzon Morayag Fontanilla
Jason James Fox
Charles L. Francisco
Rocio Fuentes
Bailey Garcia
Deisha Villaluz Gascon
Christopher A. Goodman
Bria A. Gore
Paul Joseph Grabowski
Christopher Gabriel Gutierrez
John Gilbert Haefka II
Brenda Starr Hawkins
Meghan Gabrielle Henderson
Deja Aliyah Hernandez
Jesus Alonso Hernandez
Alejo Matthew Herrera
Perlina R. Herrera
Elizabeth Hoover
Grace Hull
Clara Ikenador
Natalia Nicole Irizarry Hernandez
Angelique Judith Jenkins
Alicen Jennings
Bernhard Del Rosario Jimenez
Tyler Johnson
Richard Edward Jose
Manuel Anthony Kazaka
Katie Marie Kelly
Mickel Ronna Kelty
Lashonda Sheniece Bell Kennard
Mykhaylo Khudiakov
Stephanie Knaus
Lucas Joseph Knight
Samuel Erik Langlois
Jessica Marguerite Larson
Michael M. Leiva
Victoria Carmen Linton
Sabrina Long
Hali Lowe
Andrew John Ludwig
Ryan Mackie
Rey Cesar Madera
Celine Marie Mariano
Alexus Martin
Tyler Matos
Andrew James McCall
Bruna Indiara McGill
Joshua Daniel McGill
Christi Elizabeth McMillan
Rosa Ann Medina
HEALTH SCIENCES LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
(CONTINUED)

HISTOTECHNOLOGY
Katie Christian Hunter  Hari Dilipkumar Patel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES

CLINICAL HEALTH SCIENCES
GRADUATES

CLINICAL HEALTH SCIENCES (CONTINUED)
Matthew Steele Moseley
Derek Michael Petrin
Daniel Potter
Dallas Ashley Scrivner
Leo William Sliney
Joseph Michael Spears, Jr.
Anderson E. Strickland
Keiyata Kelinta Styrjames
George Lee Tillman III
Kevin James Toland
Hoa Tan Tran
Jason Wang
Codie White

EMERGENCY HEALTH SERVICES
Ryland Kendrick

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES MANAGEMENT
Andrew B. Carver
Shari Leigh Hall
Erick Christian Lauridsen
Paul Matthew Lopez
Maryanne Catherine McCloskey

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP IN DISASTER RESPONSE
Hasna Rizwan

HEALTH INTERVENTION & DISASTER RESPONSE
Roger Wayne Ferguson II
Rebecca Theresa Hinds
Sakeena Ayat Lites
Matthew Ray Paul
Charles Edd Phillips
Phillip Graham Whiting

LEADERSHIP FOR EMERGENCY ACTION & DISASTER RESPONSE
Jonathan Grey Ares
Keun Young Chung
Brian Kristopher Fischer
Christopher Warren Krebs
Andres F. Vera Rodriguez
Patrick Robert Weston
Brandon James Woosley

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
John Avila
Karissa Nicole Bennett
Kwasi Yiadom Boakye
Jesus Alonzo Castro
Samantha Katherine Dean
Philip Adrian Miclat Dugan
Charles Addison Fry
Jon D. Hallquist
Melissa Provence Hinton
Dooil Ho
Kyle Tyler Hudson
Marisol Iniguez
Mark Kevin C. Javier
Jesse Dean Kendall
Ashley Veronica Knight
Ye Seul Kotorobay
Joseph Hyojun Kwag
Christopher David Landers
Blake A. Maloney
Dorinda O’Garro
Patricia Elizabeth Orellana
Young Kyu Park
Okeroghene Rufin
Yolymar Luz Salvador
Chaz Marie Borja Sanchez
Ramanvir Kaur Sidhu
Mayra Janette Talley
David Bernard Taranto
Leonard Santiago Tesoro
Jamie Woodhead
Betselot M. Zelalem

CLINICAL MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP
Pamela Burns
Ignacio Garcia
Lindsey Michelle Sheets
David Jules Watson
Joseph Lee Whaley

CLINICAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
Toccarra Schingtiadein McEachern
Allison Evette Mentzos
Regina Tsimerman
Tara L. West
Teagan Marie Williams

CYTOTECHNOLOGY
Travis Lamar Buskey
Janeca C. Duran
Brandon Keith Oakes
James L. Osborne
Quoc A. Pham
Lacee Dean Watson
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES

CLINICAL MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP
Darik Berhanu Tameru

CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY
Temitayo Sandra Awodele
Bernard Schmidt Landry
Logan Downing Leatherman
Alicia L. Lyons
Selma Omer
Kelly Ann Unekis

CLINICAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
Margot Althuis
Eric Franklin Anderson
Sandy Ayman Ashkar
Randy Astaiza
Patricia Ayers
Adelphos Azilah
Fatoumatta Bah
Heather Michelle Barker
Elizabeth Christine Beamguard
Jennifer Renee Bean
Victoria Boon
Margot Lee Brown
Lindsey M. Burns
Regina Lee Calderon
Lindsey N. Covington
Amanda Joy Crawford
Andressa Izabel Marques De Oliveira
Christina Louise Donnelly
Daniel Drew
Candice Phyllis Edillo
Rita Ehima
Otu Raymond Ekuerhare
Susan Marie Elmore
Fatiha Elsaify
Jennifer Ferris

Stephanie Anne Galarza
Proggya Rubaai Gupta
Jamie Hathaway
Yan Yu He
Cecilia Zalema Kayali
Brigitte Jean Kelly
Priscilla Adowa Konadu Kobi
Bright Oduro Kwarteng
Elaine Catherine Langlais
Wei Li
Chaniqua Louis
Puneet Kaur Mann
Darla Lynn Mansfield
Emily Maxwell
Lauren Alexandra McCarthy
Sean Patrick McDonnell
Mary F. Michenzie
Patricia R. Mieses
Sandria F. Miller
Zachary Ian Netzel
Lanee Nguyen
Marylu Ortiz
Kamile Babalato Pamorada
Caroline Pirritt
Adrienne Rachel Purdy
Chau Quach
Theresa Reed
Micaela Ariel Rodine
Samira Rosa Colon
Adekunle Rotimi-samuel
Katherine Rupar
Nada Mohammed Saleh
Caitlin Scopa
Anna Ani Selverian
Lisa Erin Shea
Kathryn Shute
Amy Tarasza
Florence Dekontee Toe
Arundhati Vijaykumar Topkar
Brian John Travers
Kasia Van Pett
Amiya Rebecca Vaz
Samantha Ann Wheeler
Clayton William White
Angel Ester Yedyresek
Erika Leigh Youngstrom

CLINICAL & TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
Aqeel Abbas
Obumneke Amadi
Wyatt J. Andersen
Christy Cristobal Arrowood
Erika S. Bradford
Rebecca Craig
Jennifer Catena Davis
Jose Espino
Borzoo Farhang
Haniya Aman Ghani
Taylor Graves Boswell
Erick Green
Samantha Jillian Hall
Julia Anne Heneghan
Kandi Deshun Horton
Ashley L. Jackson
Mia Maamari
Elizabeth Montalvo
Priscilla Maame Ofori
Krina Patel
Desiree Eronel Powell
Elaina Rose Razo
Marlene Santos-Taylor
Muhammad Umer Siddiqui
Abdelrazig Suliman
Martinique Olivia Thomas
Tiffany Truong
Christopher Blake Tully
Deepak Vedamurthy
Shumaila Virani
GRADUATES

CLINICAL OPERATIONS & HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
Nicholas Ackley
Charity Oaks Coe
Jennifer Revonne Cuyler-leath
Jeffrey A. De Los Rios
Lisa M. Dyer
Lisa Marie Lupkovich
Samantha Josephine Marple

HEALTH CARE QUALITY
Michelle Adelewitz
Ghadah Al-mahr
Andrea Arellano
Stephanie Michelle Basey
Mary Elizabeth Bauer
Stephen Patrick Bender
Fatimah Lami Bori
Jason Paul Bradley
Sarah Brown
Kimberly R. Crenshaw
Ana Cristina Defendini Cortes
Megan Elizabeth Faucett Tyneshia D. Harris
Arielle Monique Hart
Amanda Koller
Pamela Sue Lester
Thomas Luke Paone
Monica Maria Prieto
Robert Dalton Rice
Tonia Marie Richardson
Anna Elizabeth Riddle
Brenda Santiago
Roseanne Seminara
Lisa Karen Shifflett
Courtney Colleen Shrader
Lauren Stelmash
Rachael Suzanne Swiantek Imelda
Michelle Tjia
Cheryl Willetts
Lauren Wolf
Monifa Patrese Yearby
Caleb Zelenietz

IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY
Alisa Agey
Akakposss B. Ananou
Joshua Guillermo Antonius Martinez
Nekkeya NaShea McGee
Manuel Moncada

IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY
Gina Rose Folk
Georgia Chanel Kontos
Hind Kurbaj
Zulekha Sayyed

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
Levi Barnum
Angel Emanuel Benitez
Maria Contreras
Donnell Dawson
Leslie Dishman
Krista Griggs
Hayley Nicole Grizzel
Allen Charles Guehl
Tessa Danielle Gurley
Dahlia Kelada
Paulina Lee
Zikea McCurdie
Shadreka McIntosh
Jamira Mollon
Amy Offutt
Oritsetimeyin Otubu Scipio
Billie Loretta Smith
David Tsai
Lara Jeannette Williams

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
Jasmine Anita Arrington
Teteama Nata Bennett
Thomas Brickhouse
David Marques Couto
Margarita Lucia Freire-Macas
Shauna Marie Maciel
Courtney Marlin
Karla Monique Ortiz

MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTIC SCIENCE
Anna Julia Sabine Angela Adams
James Herbert Atwell, III Juliana
Enid Ayala
Bruno Cesar Castillo
Laura Christine Coon
Shruthi Deepika Dhanasiri Evelyn
Ruiz Fores-Montero Kadeen
Monique Francis Brown Lisa Ann
Frisch
Toni-Ann Kitanya Wiggan

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Brian Sho Arita
Ryan Wayne Bahr
Andrew Brownlee Bathe
Rachel Abigail Berzon
Andrea Binley
Jeremy Nathan Birch Christopher
Lawrence Boeke Allison Boyd
Emily Callaway
Alyssa Danielle Carey
Grady Gerald Carter
Erica Renea Chambers
Lamya Chuhtai
Kala Ann Cinker
Bradley S. Cundiff
Reem Elazazy
Kelley Anne Ellsworth
Daniel Nicholas Fettig
Erin Foster Flannelly
Ellen A. Foley
Matthew Daniel Franz Alexandra
Sue Fraser
Tawney Lee Freeman
Rachael Catherine Friedel Krista
Nicole Gardner
Gerald J. Gaughan
Kyungran Kathy Gibson Garnetta
Gonzalez
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
(CONTINUED)
Jacob Isaac Gordon
Joel Matthew Hagstrom
Rachel Ann Hart
Christine Genevieve Hedstrom
John Roland Jewell
Paul James Kinkead
Karishma Lakhani
Eve Joy Landa
Rebecca Yejin Lee
Stephanie M. Liss
Tatum R. Little
Enrique Manriquez
Emily Louise Masad
Carly Jean Moss
Kelly Maureen Murray
Ashley Lynn Neils
Patrick James North
Fanny Ok
Alyssa Marie Ortega
Joshua Pan
Hannah Ward Peeples
Joshua Kyle Rosenthal
Jayna Victoria Rupley
Rory Mack Ruskovich
Kristen Marie Schoenike
Cody James Schroeder
Saman Shahid
Aftab Dee Shaikh
Sarah Rastatter Stepanian
Ryan Fitzpatrick Strasser
Robert Patrick Strawser
Sosy Tatarian
Trenton Todd Thelen
Josiane Arissie Tossa
Tara Kristen Trenhaile
Laura Morgan Turk
Jacqueline Anne Watts
Valentina Wigozki
Genevieve Elise Wyrick
Jialu Lucy Yang

REGULATORY AFFAIRS
Brandy Amarillas
Justin Thyme Gitano Anastasia
Amanda Marie Baughman
Rachel Lawson Capone
Adam Chinderle
Michael Douglas Dill
Thomas Paxton Ebright
Martika S. Harper
Aleese Hopkins
Stella Macartan Ibanga
Timothy Connor Johnson
Rahul Kaushal
Andrew Kern
Ann-Marie Christine Kiser
Bren Koontz
Angela Lynch
Colleen McClanaghan
Kevin Moore McDonald
Malcolm Meyn, III
Callie Moore
Kara Mei Lin Nelson
Shweta Patel
Sonal Patel
Bridget Piccirillo
Rizwana Seeham
Lucie Joberte Solon
Sindokht Soltanzadeh
Sreeja Sreekumar
Victor Duc Tran
Erikson Wasyl
Jennah Wolcott

TRANSLATIONAL MICROBIOLOGY
Effie Faghih
GRADUATES

DOCTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Genevieve Margaret Maccarthy
Shaylin Mariah O’Connell
Brianna Peterson
Ashley Laurin Vice

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
TRANSLATIONAL
HEALTH SCIENCES
Mandi Louise Pratt Chapman

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Marie Kathleen Blasi
Casie Elizabeth Burr
Rhiannon Christman Clark
Rebecca Christina Cunningham
Rachel Elisabeth Deal
Jacqueline M. Denning
Allison L. Densmore
Melanie Alisha Downton
Allison Jaclyn Edelstein
Laura Joanna Falcon
Avi Janine Feldman
Christopher J. Fiedler
Clay Jeffrey Fisher
Adlena Christine Geraci
Hayley Rae Gillen
Cameron Michelle Gordon
Oliver Burrows Hecht
Philip Vincent Herzog
Terra Jayne Holderman
Eric Michael Hultquist
Stephanie Jane Johnson
Jennifer Ryan Kinch
Kendel N. Lipe
Steven Michael Malachowski
Brycen J. Moore
Morgan Ashley Panzer
Zoe Helena Pond-mcpherson
Sarah Qasmi
Shira Hannah Racoosin
Katherine Elizabeth Radd
Ericka Chi Hae Saito
Brian G. Salazar
Hayden Elizabeth Schober
Kirstin Brewster Schultz
Raymond Lawrence Strazzulla
Carlo Frederick Tirso
Gianna Nicole White
Laura Jillian Wook
Erin Lucille Wright
KENT Ye
Haley Nicole Yohn
Martin J. Zenthoefer
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & HEALTH SCIENCES PLEDGE

I will lead my life and practice my profession with integrity and compassion, treating each individual I see with dignity and respect.

I promise to comfort, care, and work toward curing the sick and disabled and will strive to promote the health and well-being of all the people for whom I care.

I will work for the benefit of, and avoid harm to, the individuals I serve and those who are my colleagues; and even if directed, I will do nothing that I believe could harm my patient.

I will use my knowledge and skill to serve all individuals, regardless of race, gender, religion, disease, or social status.

I will respect the privacy of every person and will hold confidential all information about patients for whom I care.

I pledge to continue to learn and grow in my profession and continually seek to gain new knowledge.

I will constantly strive to contribute to my profession through teaching others who can benefit from my knowledge.

I promise to pursue each of the tenets of this pledge with strength and courage, to the utmost of my power.
SHARE YOUR DAY
#GWCommencement